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1

An early 20th century unmarked bi-coloured gold (tested) diamond and ruby bangle, set with three single cut 

diamonds alternating with four round cut rubies, the diamonds are measuring approximately 1.8mm in diameter 

each, and the rubies approximately 1.7mm in diameter each. Applied gold rope twist and ball decoration to the 

bangle, the bangle diameter approximately 5.6cm, weight 9g Condition: The bangle holds good shape, with clasp 

and safety chain intact, all stones eye-clean, with good colour and well matched  

  £80-100 £120.00

2

A marked 750 gold diamond and emerald cluster ring, with the step cut emerald measuring approximately 8.6mm 

x 5.93mm, prong set on a bed of eighteen small single cut diamonds, ring size M ½, weight 4.4g Condition: The 

emerald is eye-clean, with two phase inclusions, seen under magnification 

  £150-200 £150.00

3

A Victorian marked 9ct gold turquoise guilloche enamel pendant piece, flower shaped and set with six seed pearls 

to the centre, open backed, with a circular photograph compartment (un-glassed), the length (excluding bale) 

approximately 2.6cm Condition: Overall very good condition, with minor wear to the enamel at the outer edges 

  £40-50 £60.00

4
A hallmarked 18ct gold, diamond and navy blue enamel buckle ring, hallmarked for London 1920, ring size N, 

weight 2.5g  Condition:  Very good for age 
  £60-80 £220.00

5
A hallmarked 18ct gold old cut diamond buckle ring, hallmarked for Birmingham 1876, ring size N, weight 4g  

Condition: Very good for age 
  £100-120 £220.00

6

An 18ct gold diamond and light cornflower blue sapphire halo ring, with faded hallmarks, the sapphire measuring 

approximately 6.5mm in diameter, and probably set in platinum, ring size J ½, weight 2.8g Condition: In good 

order 

  £60-80 £80.00

7

An art deco unmarked gold, platinum (both tested) diamond and ruby geometric panel ring, with five calibre cut 

rubies alternating with four single cut diamonds on a platinum bed, with a yellow gold shank, ring size J, weight 

2.3g  Condition: The rubies are well matched in colour, with the central ruby the larger of the five 

  £60-80 £150.00

8
A marked 9ct gold rose gold ring, with a marquise shaped panel set with turquoise stones in various shades, panel 

length approximately 16mm, ring size J, weight 2g
  £30-40 £130.00

9 An early 20th century unmarked rose gold (tested) diamond star set ring, ring size N, weight 1.8g   £20-30 £65.00

10

An early 20th century unmarked gold (tested) circular tiered brooch, set with a central old cut diamond and an 

open backed photograph compartment to the rear, the diameter approximately 29mm, weight (to include the 

metal pin) 7.9g

  £40-60 £70.00

11
An unmarked gold (tested) small circular brooch, set with eight old cut diamonds with a blue enamel edge rim, 

and a large central white pearl (un-tested) the brooch diameter approximately 17mm, weight 5.4g
  £30-40 £150.00

12
An oval doublet opal and seed pearl pendant piece on an unmarked gold (tested) surround, and attached to a 

tagged 375 rope twist chain, the pendant length approximately 38mm, gross weight 8.9g
  £40-50 £95.00

13

An unmarked yellow metal long necklace, with coral and seed pearl spacers, the fine belcher chain measuring 

approximately 132cm in length, the surface only testing to chain link indicating as gold, weight (to include metal 

clasp) 10.8g

  £40-50 £130.00

14

A collection of Victorian, and later, seed pearl jewellery to include a hallmarked 18ct gold seed pearl pink paste 

and diamond accent ring, hallmarked for Birmingham 1871, ring size M, weight 3.7g, together with a yellow metal 

seed pearl eternity ring, ring size K ½, weight 1g, a marked 9ct gold seed pearl brooch set with a large faceted 

purple stone, two unmarked rose gold/gilt bar brooches each decorated with a seed pearl crescent, moon and 

star, two yellow metal seed pearl brooches to include one with green paste stones, and the other with white paste 

accents, two pairs of seed pearl earrings (a/f) and a pair of seed pearl and pink stone flower earrings (13)  

Condition: Two seed pearl missing from the 18ct gold ring 

  £120-200 £330.00

15

A 19th century (possibly Georgian) small mourning brooch set with ten round coral beads and a front 

compartment containing a lock of hair, with gilded back with metal pin, measuring approximately 18mm x 14mm, 

together with an early 20th century gilt turquoise enamel seed pearl and coral oval locket measuring 

approximately 29mm, the rear of the locket decorated with foliate scroll and an initialled cartouche Condition: 

Some damage to four of the coral beads  

  £60-80 £50.00

16

A gold diamond and red guilloche enamel ring, set with a central old rose cut diamond measuring approximately 

4.8mm in diameter, with tiny diamond accents set in yellow gold rays, radiating out from the central diamond, 

with faded hallmarks, ring size M, weight 3.7g Condition: The central diamond has dark cloud inclusions visible to 

the naked eye, with the red enamel in good condition 

  £120-150 £260.00

17 A marked 750 gold, diamond and green stone bracelet, the length approximately 18cm, weight 9.3g   £130-150 £160.00

18
A marked 375 gold openwork bracelet, set with six step cut coloured stones, the length approximately 19cm, gross 

weight 16.5g
  £60-80 £120.00

19 A marked 9ct gold rope twist necklace, approximately 46cm, weight 6.5g   £40-50 £50.00

20
A marked 9ct rose gold curb bracelet, set with six turquoise coloured stones, the length approximately 19cm, 

gross weight (to include metal clasp) 6g
  £40-50 £90.00

21 A marked 9ct rope twist bracelet, length approximately 19cm, gross weight (to include metal clasp) 2.7g   £20-30 £20.00

22
A marked 375 gold turquoise stone flower ring, set with openwork leaf design shoulders, the turquoise stones of 

various shades, ring size P, weight 1.5g
  £30-40 £38.00

23
A marked 18ct gold dress ring set with a large faceted round cut Desert Diamond (Saudi Quartz), measuring 

approximately 4.6mm in diameter, ring size M, weight 1.8g
  £30-40 £30.00
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24
A marked 18ct gold and Plat solitaire diamond ring, the round cut diamond measuring approximately 2.4mm in 

diameter and set in a heart shaped platinum bed on yellow gold shank, ring size N ½, weight 2g
  £50-60 £55.00

25
A marked 18ct gold and Plat solitaire diamond ring, the round cut diamond measuring approximately 3.9mm and 

coronet set in a raised square platinum bed on a yellow gold shank, ring size L, weight 4.1g
  £80-100 £80.00

26
A marked 15ct gold wishbone brooch set with a seed pearl to one end, and a carved bird with pink paste eye at 

the other end, weight 2.8g
  £30-50 £65.00

27

A rose gold/gilt stick pin star set with pink paste, together with a yellow metal stick pin set with a seed pearl, an 

unmarked yellow bar brooch set with a central pink paste stone and openwork surrounding seed pearls, a rose 

gold/gilt bar brooch set with purple and white stones 

  £40-50 £50.00

28

A marked 9.375 gold seed pearl and purple stone dress ring, ring size N, weight 2.8g, together with two unmarked 

seed pearls and turquoise stone dress rings, ring sizes J ½ and O, and an unmarked seed pearl dress ring, ring size 

K  Condition: One seed pearl missing from the 9.375 ring 

  £40-50 £70.00

29

Two small Queen Victoria photograph pendant pieces together with an unmarked rose gold (tested) square blue 

stone brooch, an unmarked rose gold (tested) glass brooch, an unmarked rose gold (tested) coloured stone set 

pendant piece and marked 925 silver white paste set crescent moon brooch

  £40-60 £40.00

30

A Charles Horner silver and enamelled necklace, the length approximately 26.5cm, and hallmarked for Chester, 

1918, together with a Charles Horner silver enamelled brooch, with rubbed hallmarks Condition: Necklace in good 

condition but enamel missing from the lowest small pendant drop, the brooch in good condition but with loose 

pin 

  £30-50 £140.00

31
A marked 18ct gold dress ring set with a step cut emerald, measuring approximately 5.8mm x 4.8mm, ring size N 

1/2, weight 2.1g
  £50-60 £50.00

32 A marked 585 gold mauve cocktail ring, with makers mark QVC, Birmingham, ring size S, gross weight 4.2g   £40-50 £40.00

33

Two marked 9ct gold cameo rings, ring sizes H 1/2 and I 1/2, together with a marked 9ct gold pink stone boule 

ring, ring size K, a marked 9ct gold green cabochon set dress ring, ring size N, a marked 375 carved coral style 

signet ring, ring size M 1/2, a marked 9ct gold blue glass cocktail ring, ring size N, gross weight 17g

  £100-120 £140.00

34

A marked 375 pink sapphire dress ring, ring size N, together with, a marked 375 seed pearl and blue stone dress 

ring, ring size N, and four unmarked rings set with pink sapphires, mauve and white sapphires, opals and turquoise 

stones, ring sizes N, N, J and L 1/2, gross weight 15g

  £100-120 £180.00

35
Two marked 375 gold and diamond dress rings, together with a marked 375 gold fancy cut band ring, ring sizes J, 

M and M, gross weight 6.4g
  £40-60 £100.00

36
A collection of twenty-eight rings, some marked 9ct gold, others gold plated silver, and unmarked yellow metal, 

set with stone, paste and glass etc
  £50-100 £340.00

37
A marked 585 gold bracelet with fancy white gold decoration, the length approximately 18cm, weight (to include 

metal clasp) 5.3g
  £50-80 £72.00

38
A faceted oval green garnet pendant in an unmarked gold (tested) surround, on a marked 750 fine chain link 

necklace, the pendant length (excluding bale) approximately 13mm, gross weight 5.9g
  £50-100 £130.00

39
An oval faceted lemon citrine pendant in an unmarked gold (tested) surround on a yellow metal fine link chain 

with a marked 9ct rose gold clasp, the pendant length approximately 15mm, gross weight 4.6g
  £30-40 £50.00

40
An oval faceted lemon citrine cocktail ring with a seed pearl surround on an unmarked gold (tested) shank, ring 

size M 1/2, weight 3.2g
  £30-40 £50.00

41
An oval faceted orange citrine cocktail ring, on an unmarked gold (tested) shank, ring size I, weight 3.2g Condition: 

the shank is slightly warped 
  £30-40 £30.00

42

A collection of early 20th century, and later jewellery, to include two unmarked yellow metal openwork pendant 

pieces, one which is set with purple stones and seed pearls, the other with pink paste opal and seed pearls, a blue 

stone safety pin brooch, a blue glass spider bar brooch, a bar brooch set with two flies (suffragette colours), a 

yellow metal necklace set with a seed pearl bow and two drop round blue sapphires, measuring approximately 

4.9mm and two lockets

  £80-100 £210.00

43

A collection of jewellery to include a marked 375 gold bow brooch, weight 3.2g, a marked 9ct gold small diamond 

and emerald pendant piece, weight 0.9g, a marked 375 gold surround cameo brooch, a gold plated filigree bangle, 

a rose gilt bangle etc

  £50-60 £130.00

44
A collection of twenty-one white metal dress rings, to include a marked 9ct white gold diamond half eternity ring, 

with others marked silver, 925, or unmarked
  £50-100 £100.00

45 Two marked 9ct rose gold watch fob chains, adapted for bracelets, gross weight 33g   £200-300 £310.00

46 A marked 9ct rose gold engraved shield medal, with a marked 9ct rose gold fob attached, gross weight 17g   £100-150 £160.00

47 A marked 9ct gold rose gold curb bracelet, with a yellow gold heart padlock (lacking clasp), weight 19g   £130-150 £180.00

48

Two marked 375 gold and green gem stone flower rings, ring sizes K 1/2 and N 1/2, gross weight 3.8g, together 

with a black Wedgwood pendant piece, in gold plate surround, and a collection of vintage costume jewellery and 

gold coloured metal necklaces   Condition: One green stone missing from each ring 

  £30-40 £230.00

49 A stamped 10k turquoise coloured topaz set bracelet, the length approximately 19cm, weight 6.7g   £30-40 £40.00

50

A tagged 375 gold yellow metal and purple stone openwork spider pendant, weight 1.4g, together with two 

marked gold rings, weight 3.5g, an unmarked opal dress ring, and an unmarked brown jasper dress ring, and three 

gold coloured necklace chains

  £40-50 £135.00

51 A large oval cameo in an unmarked gold (tested) surround, length approximately 6.5cm   £50-60 £170.00
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52
A marked 375 gold starburst pendant piece, set with rubies and seed pearls, the length (excluding bale) 

approximately 23mm, weight 3.2g, together with a tagged 375 fine square curb link chain
  £50-60 £90.00

53
Three unmarked gold (tested) bracelets, the gross weight (to include metal clasps) 34g   Condition: With working 

clasps 
  £200-300 £310.00

54
Six matched pairs of unmarked yellow metal dangle drop earrings, set with stones to include probably peridot, 

coral (untested), and seed pearls 
  £40-60 £95.00

55

A collection of mixed metal jewellery to include marked and unmarked gold (at least 5g), costume jewellery, 

brooches, pendants and necklaces and a quantity of gold coloured necklaces and chains, some items a/f, and a 

miniature knife and fork set etc

  £30-50 £130.00

56 A collection of jewellery to include silver, marked silver, marked 925 and enamel   £30-40 £70.00

57 A marked 750 white gold band ring, ring size L, weight 7.2g   £120-150 £140.00

58
A marked 750 gold diamond and dark blue sapphire cluster ring, the sapphire length approximately 6mm, ring size 

K 1/2, weight 3.9g 
  £100-120 £60.00

59
A marked 750 gold diamond and opal cluster ring, the opal length approximately 8.5mm, ring size M 1/2, weight 

4g
  £100-120 £60.00

60

A 14ct gold diamond and sapphire leopard brooch, measuring approximately 38mm in length with a stippled gold 

body, and studded with numerous single cut diamonds, and twenty round cut mid blue sapphires with two rubies 

for eyes, stamped 585, Birmingham to brooch and pin, date letter to brooch, 1988, weight 6.9g Condition: Very 

good condition, diamonds are white, bright and lively, with good dispersion, the sapphires are well matched with 

a nice rich blue colour 

  £500-600 £0.00

61

A circa 1940s marked 18ct and PT gold ring, set with a central ruby measuring approximately 2.5mm in diameter, 

and flanked by two graduated diamonds to each side, and set in platinum on a yellow gold shank, ring size N 1/2, 

weight 2.2g

  £60-80 £60.00

62 An unmarked yellow metal garnet eternity ring, ring size M, weight 1.4g   £20-30 £22.00

63 A possible gold half sovereign dated 1981, in a sealed back case and necklace chain   £40-50 £39.00

64 A marked 375 gold belcher chain, the length approximately 24cm, weight 7.2g   £50-60 £70.00

65 A pair of 9.375 gold art deco geometric patterned cufflinks, weight 10g   £80-100 £90.00

66
An 18ct gold diamond solitaire ring, hallmarked for Birmingham, and with markers mark HS, the diamond 

measuring approximately 2.5mm in diameter, and set in platinum, ring size M 1/2, weight 2.3g
  £40-50 £55.00

67
A marked 18ct gold illusion set diamond ring in a platinum flower, with a yellow gold shank, and pierced 

shoulders, ring size K, weight 2.5g 
  £40-50 £48.00

68 An unmarked yellow metal and white stone eternity ring, ring size N 1/2, weight 2g   £20-30 £20.00

69
A pair of circular jade earrings with an unmarked 18ct gold (tested) surround, measuring approximately 13mm in 

diameter Condition: Jade appears un-dyed 
  £20-30 £110.00

70
A pair of marked 375 gold and diamond dangle drop earrings, with each earring set with nine small round cut 

diamonds, the length of earrings approximately 3cm, weight 3g
  £20-30 £65.00

71
A pair of unmarked 14ct gold (tested) long openwork earrings, each set with a small round cabochon of garnet 

glass, the length of earrings approximately 27mm, weight 2.3g
  £20-30 £35.00

72

A collection of gold charms, with two marked 375, and three testing as 9ct, gross weight 10g, together with two 

unmarked charms of a camel and a bell, with testing indicating 14ct, weight 3g, a metal cow charm, a single stud 

earring marked 750, weight 2.2g, a pair of marked 585 freshwater pearl stud earrings (a/f), and chain links testing 

as 18ct, weight 2.1g

  £100-150 £140.00

73 A collection of mixed metal jewellery, to include marked and unmarked gold, and rings, necklaces, and a bracelet   £100-200 £150.00

74
A collection of jewellery to include marked silver, 925 and gold plate, mainly gem/mineral set, brown jasper, 

amethyst, agate quartz, labrodrite and paua shell
  £30-50 £60.00

75

A Victorian silver bangle with an openwork front panel of gilt carved leaves, the bangle is hallmarked for 

Birmingham, 1883, and measures approximately 19mm wide, and the diameter is approximately 5.6cm x 4.6cm, 

weight 29g  Condition: In good condition for age with intact safety chain 

  £30-50 £170.00

76
A Victorian silver and banded agate long anchor brooch or pendant, stamped 30 March 1848, makers mark H & T, 

the length approximately 10cm  Condition: Good for age  
  £30-40 £85.00

77
A Victorian unmarked silver (tested) banded agate and quartz buckle bracelet, with the silver decorated with 

foliate scroll, the width approximately 2cm, the length approximately 24.5cm
  £30-40 £60.00

78

A Victorian silver and rose gilt jubilee brooch, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1887, the length approximately 4cm, 

together with a crescent silver brooch decorated with two silver swallows and a heart, hallmarked for 

Birmingham, with indistinct date letter,  the length approximately 46mm, and a silver small powder compact 

(lacking mirror and powder) adapted for a pendant and engraved to the front, and hallmarked for Birmingham, 

1916, the diameter approximately 27mm, and a pair of marked silver RAF wing stud earrings, and two heart 

shaped unmarked silver (tested) buckles 

  £40-50 £45.00

79

A hallmarked silver mesh purse for London, with indistinct date letter, measuring approximately 14cm x 16cm, 

together with a metal mesh purse of similar size. Condition: The first purse with mesh intact but with broken 

chain, the second with slight damage to mesh but chain intact 

  £20-30 £55.00
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80

A collection of Victorian and later silver and metal jewellery and other items to include brooches, pendants, 

bangles, in a shop display case together with a EPNS watch chain hanger, with metal watch chains attached and 

four jewellery display stands etc Condition: Some items as found 

  £40-50 £300.00

81
A marked 375 gold belcher chain, measuring approximately 24cm in length, weight 7.7g, together with a marked 

375 gold ingot earrings, weight 1.8g, and a marked 375 gold ingot pendant piece, weight 1.5g
  £90-120 £90.00

82

A yellow metal panel bracelet, stamped 750, the panels of alternating herring bone and Greek key pattern, the 

bracelet width measuring approximately 1cm, and the length approximately 18cm, weigh (to include metal clasps 

and nine metal hinges) 27.9g

  £200-300 £0.00

83 A 22ct gold plated opal brooch, together with a pair of vintage sterling silver and garnet earrings   £10-20 £10.00

84
A marked gold tie pin, weight 1.8g, together with a pair of mother of pearl cufflinks, a medallion necklace, and a 

gold coloured chain
  £10-20 £30.00

85 A pair of vintage large oval green labradorite style cufflinks with a matching shirt stud, and a vintage glass brooch   £10-20 £18.00

86
A box of costume jewellery to include a large Connemara marble brooch, and a hand carved pewter dragon 

brooch
  £10-20 £22.00

87
A box of costume jewellery to include a vintage boxed yellow metal Rotary wristwatch, and rings, brooches, 

necklaces etc
  £20-30 £100.00

88
A collection of vintage and modern costume jewellery to include a marked 18ct ring, a marked 9ct rose gold bar 

brooch, a silver gilt ring, coral style bug brooch etc
  £30-40 £85.00

89
A marked silver and marcasite floral spray brooch measuring approximately 4.7cm in length, together with a silver 

Royal Medico brooch
  £10-12 £18.00

90
A jewellery box containing brooches and over fifty matched pairs of earrings to include a pair of marked 375 oval 

double hooped earrings, weight 3.2g
  £20-40 £120.00

91

A collection of unmarked vintage cufflinks and shirt studs to include rose gold/gilt, mother of pearl, metal etc, 

together with a double bladed mother of pearl handled pen knife, trinket boxes, silver etc Condition: Some items 

as found 

  £20-30 £28.00

92
A 9ct gold cased vertex watch, the inside of the case hallmarked for Birmingham, 1937, with makers mark ALD, 

with an inscription to the outer case and a stainless steel strap
  £40-60 £85.00

93 A marked 375 gold cased Record wristwatch, hallmarked for London, 1956?, with a stainless steel strap   £40-60 £60.00

94 A gold plated double half hunter pocket watch, by ALD (Dennison), the cased diameter approximately 5cm   £60-80 £54.00

95

A silver open faced pocket watch, by J. Sanders, Bridgwater, stamped 935 to the inner case, the watch is 

measuring approximately 5cm, with an attached unmarked silver (tested) Albert chain, together with a watch key, 

fob and a partial bloodstone spinner

  £50-60 £110.00

96
An Tissot ladies gold cased (tested) wristwatch with a marked 9.375 gold fancy strap, in original box, gross weight 

(to include movement) 15g
  £90-120 £110.00

97
A Victorian unmarked gold (tested) figaro watch chain  with a gilt overlay measuring approximately 38cm, weight 

14.5g
  £100-150 £100.00

98
A boxed Tissot ladies stainless steel backed water resistant wristwatch with a gold tone strap, together with a 

ladies Lorus wristwatch 
  £10-20 £10.00

99 WITHDRAWN - OMEGA WATCH   £60-80 £0.00

100 Eight day silver plated pocket watch, with subsidary second dial, in a silver case hallmarked for Chester   £20-30 £85.00

101 Silver cigarette case with engine turned design, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1924, weight 4ozt   £30-40 £30.00

102 Silver cigarette case with the initials engraved to the front M.B.T, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1909, weight 2.6ozt   £20-30 £25.00

103 Silver cigarette case with engine turned design, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1946, weight 5ozt   £40-50 £40.00

104 Silver cigarette case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1905, weight 5.1ozt   £40-50 £48.00

105
Silver cigarette case, with engraved decoration to the front and the initials E.J.D, hallmarked for Birmingham, 

1918, weight 2.6ozt
  £20-25 £25.00

106 Silver cigarette case with engine turned design, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1946, weight 6.1ozt   £50-70 £50.00

107
Silver cigarette case with engraved decoration and initials to the front, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1905, weight 

1.8ozt
  £10-20 £20.00

108 Silver cigarette case with initials engraved to the front, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1902, weight 2.1ozt   £10-20 £22.00

109
Silver cigarette case with engraved decoration to the front centre, and May 15th 1908 to the front bottom right, 

hallmarked for Chester, 1900, weight 2.2ozt
  £20-25 £20.00

110 Silver cigarette case with engine turned design, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1946, weight 5ozt   £40-50 £45.00

111
Silver cigarette case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1945, weight 7ozt, together with an EPNS cigarette case, both 

with engine turned design 
  £60-80 £65.00

112
Silver cigarette case with engine turned design and initials to the front, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1922, weight 

3ozt
  £20-30 £28.00

113 Silver cigarette case with engine turned design and the initials M.C engraved to the top right, weight 3.9ozt   £30-35 £32.00

114
Mappin and Webb silver cigarette case with engine turned design, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1909, weight 

3.5ozt
  £30-40 £35.00

115 Silver cigarette case with engine turned design, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1932, weight 2.2ozt   £10-20 £22.00
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116 Silver cigarette case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1912, weight 2.6ozt   £20-25 £20.00

117 Silver cigarette case with initials engraved to the front, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1921, weight 1.7ozt   £10-12 £20.00

118
Silver vesta case with the initials T.D engraved to the front, hallmarked for Birmingham 1924, together with 

another silver vesta case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1912, gross weight 1.6ozt, and a EPNS vesta case
  £10-20 £40.00

119 Three silver vesta cases, each hallmarked for Birmingham, gross weight 1.8ozt   £10-20 £55.00

120
Silver card case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1900, together with a silver case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1926, 

gross weight 1.6ozt
  £10-20 £55.00

121 Pair of silver plated candle snuffers   £20-25 £20.00

122 Pair of silver plated candle snuffers   £20-25 £15.00

123 Pair of silver name holder, hallmarked for Chester, 1903, gross weight 1.2ozt   £10-20 £48.00

124
Silver sovereign case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1912, together with another sovereign case in the form of a 

miniature purse
  £20-25 £70.00

125 Circular silver sovereign case, hallmarked for Birmingham, ?1928   £20-25 £45.00

126
Collection of silver and silver plate to include a napkin ring, a sugar tongs, salt spoons etc, gross weight (of 

weighable silver items) 5.5ozt
  £40-50 £75.00

127 A Indian silver repousse bowl with figures and foliage decoration, weight 7.1ozt   £80-120 £80.00

128 Pair of silver bon bon dishes, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1939, cased, gross weight 3.9ozt   £30-40 £70.00

129 Two silver ink wells, hallmarked for London and Birmingham, together with a silver plated ink well   £20-40 £65.00

130 Silver salt and pepper pot, and mustard pot on stand, hallmarks indistinct, gross weight 3.4ozt   £20-40 £40.00

131 Silver photograph album, hallmarked for Birmingham, ?1918   £20-40 £42.00

132 Three pairs of hallmarked silver sugar tongs, gross weight 1.3ozt, together with a pair of plated sugar tongs   £30-40 £30.00

133
An art deco frame, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1928, weight 1.10zt, together with a portrait frame stamped 800 

to the underneath, and with a picture of lady, and a pair of silver plated sugar tongs
  £20-40 £60.00

134 Silver cigarette case, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1926, gross weight 2.4ozt   £10-20 £22.00

135 Cased set of six silver tea spoons, gross weight 1.7ozt, together with a cased set of silver plated fish cutlery   £20-25 £22.00

136
19th century continental oil lamp, with porcelain base with the reservoir with classical figures, supported by three 

female figures, with chimney and a shade with floral decoration to the centre
  £200-300 £100.00

137 Victorian brass oil lamp, with chimney and frosted glass shade, 59cm high   £30-40 £20.00

138 Victorian cast iron oil lamp with a glass reservoir, together with a chimney and a red shade, 52cm high   £20-40 £22.00

139
Victorian oil lamp with a white glass reservoir with repousse decoration, together with chimney and a pink and 

clear glass shade with floral decoration, 56cm high
  £30-50 £60.00

140
Brass oil lamp with column support, with a pink glass reservoir and together with a chimney and a clear glass 

shade with floral decoration, 55cm high
  £30-40 £32.00

141 An American brass oil lamp, together with two Victorian oil lamps with all three lacking shades   £20-25 £20.00

142 Late 19th/early 20th century brass coach lamp   £20-30 £50.00

143 Victorian oil lamp, with a blue ceramic base and with floral decoration, with frosted shade and chimney, 48cm tall   £20-25 £60.00

144 Victorian cranberry glass shade for an oil lamp   £20-25 £28.00

145 Two Victorian oil lamp shades, to include a opalescent shade, and a yellow shade   £20-30 £85.00

146 Victorian brass oil lamp with a pink glass reservoir and a dark orange shade, with floral decoration, 56cm high   £30-50 £110.00

147 Two Victorian oil lamp shades to include a yellow shade, and a frosted glass shade   £20-25 £75.00

148 Victorian brass oil lamp, the reservoir with a  ceramic classical scene, with chimney but lacking reservoir   £20-25 £30.00

149 Green ground oil lamp decorated with birds amongst foliage, with chimney and an etched clear glass shade   £30-40 £60.00

150 Victorian copper oil lamp, with cranberry glass reservoir together with chimney and an etched clear glass shade   £30-40 £20.00

151 20th century brass carriage clock with Roman numerals dial, 12.5cm high   £30-40 £50.00

152 20th century brass gilt carriage clock, with Roman Numeral dial, makers mark indistinct, 11cm high   £30-40 £70.00

153 Raymond Keith gilt brass Carriage Clock, with Roman Numeral dial   £30-40 £45.00

154 20th century gilt brass carriage clock, with Roman Numeral and Numerical dial, 12cm high   £30-40 £80.00

155 French 20th century brass carriage clock, with Roman Numeral dial, 10.5cm high   £20-40 £40.00

156 French 20th century brass carriage clock, with Roman Numeral dial, 11cm high   £20-40 £35.00

157 20th century gilt brass carriage clock with chapter ring and Arabic numerical dial   £60-100 £75.00

158 19th century brass and gilt carriage clock, with Roman Numeral dia and leather carrying case   £80-120 £180.00

159 J. Price, Birmingham, oak cased barometer and thermometer   £10-20 £30.00

160
Carved oak longcase clock, with brass face with date aperture and Roman Numeral dial, with engraved name Mary 

Stobert, Borrough Brampton
  £100-200 £170.00

161 Vienna regulator wall clock with inlay to the case, and Roman Numeral dial   £30-50 £28.00

162 Novelty cast iron clock of a gentleman wearing a bowler hat, holding the clock face   £20-25 £25.00

163
United Kingdom Silver Proof Piedfort Two Pound Coin for the Rugby World Cup 1999, cased and with certificate of 

authenticity
  £30-50 £30.00

164 NO LOT £0.00

165 Horological Society Medallion, cased   £10-12 £28.00

166 Scotch Whisky bottle converted to a lamp £10.00
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167 Bushnell North Star telescope   £30-50 £28.00

168
A Victorian blue glass epergne, with central trumpet, with  a spiralled band, and four  smaller trumpets, with a 

shaped dish base, 47cm high
  £50-100 £40.00

169
A Victorian cranberry glass five fluted epergne, a central flute surrounded by four smaller ones with clear glass 

spiral twists on each flute, supported by a shaped circular base, 52cm high
  £50-100 £40.00

170

A Victorian light cranberry and light blue glass three flute epergne, a central flute surrounded by two smaller ones 

with clear glass spiral twists on each flute, with two other spiral twists each supporting a basked, and supported 

by a shaped circular base

  £50-100 £60.00

171 Collection of ten 18th/19th century delft tiles   £20-30 £70.00

172
Pair of Gilt Metal Opera Glasses, by Howell James & Co of Paris, having finely floral enamelled barrels and mother 

of pearl fronted eye-pieces
  £80-120 £100.00

173
An oak sliding book ends, with each hinged end with decorative brass and red tortoiseshell design, 33cm long 

(40cm when fully extended)
  £60-100 £65.00

174
An oak desk stationary box, the two doors each with brass inlay open to reveal two ink wells (both a/f), and 

compartments for letters and papers, with sliding drawer at the bottom, 32cm x 40cm x 29cm
  £30-40 £95.00

175 An oak rectangular tray with decorative bone inlay depicting elephants and birds, 61cm x 25cm   £20-30 £30.00

175A Six Regency Toasting Glasses   £30-50 £45.00

176 A rectangular papier mache tray with floral decoration, 46cm x 28cm   £20-40 £10.00

177
Cased set of brass weighing scales with weights and in an oak box, with a name plate for John Richardson and Co, 

Leicester
  £20-40 £38.00

178 Rosewood tea caddy, with a fitted interior of two lidded divisions and glass bowl in the centre   £30-40 £40.00

179
An oriental fish bowl, the sides with figures in conversation and with floral decoration, 20cm high, together with 

another fish bowl (a/f), with floral decoration, 26cm high
  £30-50 £25.00

180 A bone card case, together with a tortoiseshell card case (a/f) with mother of pearl inlay   £20-40 £110.00

181
Circular EPNS box, the lid with an enamelled badge to the top of the Bridgwater coat of arms, together with 

collectables to include a folding rule 
  £10-20 £95.00

182
Brass box, possibly for stamps, the top decorated with two figures and with contemplation to the underneath, 

mounted on a marble base
  £10-20 £32.00

183

Collection of oriental items to include a cloisonné vase decorated with flowers, 21cm high, a cloisonne bowl 

decorated with flowers, 14cm diameter and together with a satsuma vase and a small elephant seat, 28cm high 

(4) 

  £30-40 £40.00

184
Two Royal Worcester flat back jugs, each florally decorated with an ivory and gilt ground and each design number 

1094, the largest 15cm high, the smallest 13cm
  £40-60 £60.00

185
Locke and Co, Royal Worcester vase, decorated with a pheasant, 14cm high, together with a pair of miniature, 

Locke and Co, Royal Worcester vases, each decorated with pheasants, 6cm high (3)
  £30-50 £55.00

186
Royal Worcester blush ground pot pourri vase, with inner lid and pierced cover, the lobed body printed, with gilt 

and floral decoration, marked no 1314 and reg.no. 115189 to the underneath, 14cm high
  £50-100 £42.00

187
Locke and Co, Royal Worcester bowl with pierced top, 8cm high, together with a Locke and Co, Royal Worcester 

oval dish, 10.5cm long (2)
  £20-25 £55.00

188
Three items of Royal Worcester to include a miniature cup with floral decoration, 3cm high, a Locke and Co, Royal 

Worcester vase, 8.5cm high, and a Royal Worcester stem vase (3)
  £20-25 £22.00

189 Bamboo horse measuring stick with metal ferule, and plate catchment at the crook. 98cm long   £50-100 £50.00

190
Late Victorian/Early Edwardian Hawthorn Irish Bog Walking Stick, with a small brass aperture at the top, possible 

for snuff
  £30-50 £20.00

191
An Edwardian slender bamboo walking cane (possibly for a lady) with a small brass aperture to the top, possibly 

for perfume or snuff, 90cm long
  £30-40 £20.00

192 Victorian walking stick with carved finial head, in the form of a monkey, 35cm long   £40-60 £40.00

193 Victorian walking stick with carved finial head of a Gentleman's Head, wearing a hat, 88cm long   £40-60 £40.00

194 Victorian walking stick with carved finial head of a Gentleman,  85cm long   £40-60 £40.00

195 Victorian walking stick with carved finial head of a Gentleman's Head, wearing a hat, 87cm long   £40-60 £30.00

196 Victorian walking stick with carved finial head of a Gentleman, 88cm long   £40-60 £30.00

197
Collection of walking sticks to include, a carved horn finial, another with a horn crooked finial, a ladies cane with a 

bone greyhound, a bamboo cane etc together with six Edwardian umbrellas 
  £30-50 £35.00

198 An oak tray with a hunting scene surrounded by mirrored glass, 55cm x 39cm   £20-40 £10.00

199 Brass desk stand with a pair of Pheonix each supporting a single candleabra, with ink well to the centre   £30-50 £45.00

200 GPO mahogany cased carriage clock, with Roman Numeral dial, 38cm high   £80-120 £70.00

201 Victorian brass and turned wood hand bell, 37cm high   £20-40 £35.00

202 Large earthenware storage jar, 58cm high   £30-50 £10.00

203 W. P. Reeves, Grocer & Co, Shapwick [Somerset] cider jar, 43cm high   £30-50 £20.00

204 A & N.S Ltd storage jar contained in a wicker basket, together with C & J. Price, Bristol, cider storage jar   £30-40 £20.00

205 Price, Bristol cider jar, together with another cider storage jar, un-named, and a earthware storage jar   £20-40 £0.00

206 In the manner of Lalique, a opalescent glass bowl, 30cm diameter   £30-50 £32.00

207 20th century clear glass bowl, with fish decoration to the rim, 29cm diameter   £30-50 £0.00
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208 Pair of Victorian glass table lustre, with glass drops   £50-80 £30.00

209 Brass seven branch Menorah candleabra   £20-40 £10.00

210 Grey and navy blue bottle, together with a grey and dark navy bottle (2)   £30-50 £15.00

211 Collection of Staffordshire figurines, to a pair of Dalmation figurines, Staffordshire flatbacks etc   £30-50 £110.00

212
Collection of six Beatrix Potter figurines to include Old Mr Brown, Hunca Munca, Anna Maria, Amiable Guinea Pig, 

Tommy Brock and Little Pig Robinson
  £30-40 £50.00

213 Art Noveau tray together with a two piece tea service, comprising a milk jug and sugar bowl   £30-50 £220.00

214
A flag for the, Souvenir of the Clara Butt Rumford Concert, held on May  13th 1915, together with a quantity of 

collectors itmes
  £20-25 £30.00

215
Three coloured engravings of China pasted on wood, to include A view of Sinkicien in China, with the Grand 

Pagoda near it, together with two other views, and some loose hunting prints
  £10-20 £0.00

216 Three black and white sepia framed photographs of figures in conversation   £10-20 £0.00

217
E. Pizey, a watercolour of two figures standing outside a thatched cottage [believed to be in Cornwall] together 

with an oil on board of ships with a harbour in the distance 
  £10-20 £10.00

218

After Denis Dighton (1782-1827), three framed limited edition framed prints of the Battle of Waterloo titled 

'Waterloo: The Charge of the British Calvary' and numbered 234/850, and signed by the Marquess of Anglesey 

47cm x 59cm; 'Waterloo: The Charge of the French Cavalry' and numbered 234/850, 44cm x 59cm, both with 

certificates of authenticity verso, and 'Waterloo: The Defence of Hougomont', and numbered 235/500, 44cm x 

59cm (3)

  £50-80 £45.00

219
An unsigned watercolour of a landscape scene with a bridge in the foreground, together with an oil on board of a 

still life of flowers
  £20-30 £0.00

220
After Emma Boulton, a limited edition print of a white horse in gallop, no 2/195 and signed, together with two 

other pictures by the same artist
  £20-25 £10.00

221 Emma Boulton, a oil on canvas of a white horse in gallop, framed   £20-25 £40.00

222 Framed lithograph of Cheddar Falls   £20-30 £0.00

223 After Vernon Ward, two prints of birds, together with a quantity of prints   £10-20 £0.00

224 An unsigned oil on canvas of fruit   £20-25 £0.00

225 After Tabitha Salmon, a limited edition print titled 'Promenade', framed   £30-40 £0.00

226 After Tabitha Salmon, a limited edition print tiled 'Confidante', no. 438/500, framed   £30-40 £0.00

227 After Tabitha Salmon, two framed untitled prints   £20-30 £0.00

228 After A. Wallier Taylor - three framed prints of cricketers   £30-40 £0.00

229 Quantity of pictures and prints   £20-40 £0.00

230
After Laura Boyd, an artists proof together with a limited edition prints of two cats titled 'Roci' and 'Roci II', 

together with a contintental street scene
  £10-20 £20.00

231 After E. Sturgeon, a framed untitled print of a street scene together with a book of the artists works   £20-25 £0.00

232 After J. W. Smith - a print of birds amongst a branch, together with three other pictures and prints   £20-40 £55.00

233 After J. W. Gillam, two framed prints of deer, together with prints of a hunting theme   £30-40 £0.00

234 Quantity of pictures, prints, a art deco mirror, framed tapestry etc   £20-30 £10.00

235
The Characters of Charles Dickens, portrayed in a series of original watercolours by 'Kid', a collection of twenty-

four framed illustrations together with the title page in frame
  £30-40 £85.00

236 Quantity of pictures and prints   £10-20 £0.00

237 Quantity of medical tools   £10-20 £20.00

238 An ivory walking stick   £30-40 £70.00

239 Quantity of bronze and pewter figurines   £30-40 £120.00

240 An oil lamp with a red shade, together with a quantity of ceramics and glassware   £20-40 £10.00

241 Rosewood and brass writing slope, the top opening to reveal a leather slope and two compartments for ink wells   £20-40 £60.00

242 Three pewter jugs, together with a quantity of pewter tankards of various sizes   £20-40 £60.00

243 Quantity of bottles and glassware   £10-12 £0.00

244

Quantity of ceramics and glassware to include a table top mirror with two cherubs to the top and the surround 

with floral decoration, a Dr Nelson's improved inhaler, five fairy side plates with illustrations and text, and other 

items

  £20-40 £60.00

245 Quantity of ceramic planters   £10-12 £32.00

246 Quantity of oriental ceramics to include tea services   £10-20 £0.00

247 Royal Cauldron 'Victoria' part dinner service   £20-40 £35.00

248 Quantity of Devon pottery   £10-20 £20.00

249
Denby 'Savoy' part tea service, together with a, Denby 'Summerfields' part dinner service, a Denby 'Sumatra' part 

dinner service, and thirteen pieces of Aynsley ceramics
  £20-40 £65.00

250 Poole 'springtime' extensive dinner service   £20-40 £50.00

251
Collection of nine pewter figurines to include, The Lavender Girl, The Rabbit Man, and seven others together with 

metal animal figurines 
  £10-20 £35.00

252 Lloyds Bank No 49484 metal money box with slots for six pences, three pences, notes  etc   £10-20 £18.00

253 Quantity of general miscellanea to include metalware, a lamp, a letter rack etc   £10-20 £25.00
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254 Cased set of four Thomas Webb crystal glasses together with other crystal, coloured and plain glassware   £10-20 £22.00

255 Five babycham glasses, together with a pair of orange carnival glass vases and other glassware   £10-20 £30.00

256 Denby 'Midnight' part dinner service   £20-40 £95.00

257 Quantity of decorative ceramics and glassware   £20-40 £95.00

258 Quantity of silver plated flatware, together with a four piece tea service   £20-40 £28.00

259 Quantity of coloured and clear glass bottles   £10-20 £10.00

260 Quantity of ceramic jugs, various makes and styles   £20-40 £15.00

261 Quantity of collectors plates, together with two boxed Liliput figurines   £10-20 £0.00

262

Four pratt ware lids mounted on oak plaques to include, The Times, War, The Snow Drift, The Room in which 

Shakespeare was born, 1564, Stratford upon Avon, two other pratt ware lids (a/f), two pairs of silver plated 

candlesticks, other items etc

  £20-40 £80.00

263 Quantity of Border Fine Arts figurines, together with others similar  and animal figurines   £20-30 £20.00

264 Royal Doulton, The Mask Seller, HN 2103, and other ceramics and glassware   £20-30 £45.00

264A Quantity of 1960s and later football programmes   £10-20 £10.00

265 Royal Crown Derby cup and saucer, together with other decorative ceramics   £20-30 £70.00

265A Quantity of 1960s and later football programmes   £10-20 £12.00

266 Quantity of brass, copper and metalware   £20-30 £0.00

266A Quantity of 1960s and later football programmes   £10-20 £18.00

267 Quantity of coloured glassware   £20-40 £180.00

268 Collection of part tea services to include, a Crown Royal floral pattern, Dutchess June Bouquet etc   £20-40 £10.00

269 Pair of Staffordshire dogs, together with other ceramics   £20-40 £10.00

270 Quantity of board games   £10-20 £18.00

271 Quantity of decorative ceramics   £10-20 £30.00

272 Quantity of decorative ceramics, glassware etc   £10-12 £0.00

273 Quantity of Labrador Collectors Plates   £20-25 £10.00

274 Subbuteo Cricket game, together with a quantity of board games   £20-30 £15.00

275 Quantity of fireside items   £20-25 £10.00

276 Two copper kettles, together with two warming pans   £20-25 £40.00

277 Slate mantel clock   £10-20 £18.00

278 Quantity of decorative items to include a pair of Cloisonné stalks   £20-25 £18.00

279 Quantity of glass animals and two display cases   £10-20 £30.00

280 Beswick ginger cat, together with a Beatrix Potter figurine, Squirrel Nutkin, and three bird figurines   £20-25 £35.00

281 Quantity of modern postcards relating to Chester, France etc   £20-40 £45.00

282 Quantity of pewter and metalware   £20-40 £10.00

283 Quantity of modern postcards relating to landscapes, people etc   £10-20 £10.00

284
An imari plate, 31.5cm diameter, together with another 21cm diameter, and an oriental plate with birds and 

foliage, 31cm diameter (3)
  £30-40 £10.00

285 Pair of opera glasses, together with three pairs of binoculars   £20-30 £30.00

286 Quantity of brass and metalware, to include fireside items, a three sided brass jug etc   £20-40 £32.00

287 An oak and brass two bottled tantalus   £10-20 £55.00

288 Brass eagle mounted on top of some stone   £20-25 £25.00

289 Two copper coal scuttles, together with a warming pan and a griddle   £20-25 £22.00

290 Oak wine rack   £10-12 £12.00

291 Three items of Cornish Blue Ware to include, a storage jar for Sultanas, a bowl and a jug (3)   £20-25 £10.00

292 Pair of famille rose plates, 25.5cm diameter, together with an oriental vase   £20-25 £28.00

293 Pair of modern oriental jars with covers, hand painted with floral decoration   £20-25 £18.00

294 Five ceramic penguins, to include two made by Poole pottery   £20-30 £52.00

295
Great Western Railway Time Tables for July 3rd to September 25th, 1939, together with other paraphernalia of 

railway interest
  £10-12 £15.00

296 Quantity of oil lamps with spare shades etc   £20-30 £35.00

297 Three Victorian brass oil lamps with all three lacking shades together with two spare shades   £20-25 £65.00

298 Quantity of general miscellanea to include lighters, a mantel clock, silver plate, oil lamp bases etc   £10-20 £18.00

299 Collection of five imari plates, various sizes   £20-25 £28.00

300 Quantity of paperweights and decorative ceramics   £20-40 £20.00

301 Quantity of binoculars, together with a camera   £20-25 £50.00

302 Pair of S. Clarke's Fairy Pyramid dishes, together with five items of coloured glassware with floral decoration (7)   £30-40 £150.00

303 Pair of mounted antlers   £30-50 £38.00

304 Collection of thirty ceramic dress dolls   £30-40 £100.00

305 Prussers' Rum Naval ceramic decanter   £10-20 £10.00

306 Victorian three mast wooden ship diorama titled 'Eagle', un-cased   £30-50 £22.00

307 Quantity of decorative ceramics   £30-50 £60.00

308 Black glass vase, with floral decoration   £20-40 £10.00
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309 Quantity of printing markers   £10-20 £30.00

310 Blue glass vase, together with a moulded figurine of three dogs   £10-20 £40.00

311 Five piece Pewter tea service   £10-20 £50.00

312 Collection of five green glass bottles   £20-30 £18.00

313 Pair of gilt wall mirrors   £10-12 £10.00

314 Hallmarked silver clothes brush, together with a silver comb, and a quantity of silver plate   £20-40 £70.00

315 Copper pan, together with a quantity of metalware   £10-20 £50.00

315A Quantity of ephemera to include photographs, cigarette cards etc   £10-20 £10.00

316 Leather jewellery box, together with a wooden box, and a quantity of silver plate   £10-20 £85.00

316A Collection of eight Charles Dickens toby jug figurines   £20-30 £25.00

317 Large brass bucket, together with other metal ware to include horse brasses   £20-25 £20.00

317A Collection of twelve boxed pewter figurines to include, The Pedlar, and eleven others   £20-40 £35.00

318 Short and Mason barometer, together with an oak cased thermometer   £10-20 £10.00

318A Collection of eight boxed Myth and Magic figurines   £20-30 £20.00

319 Brass set of weighing scales   £10-12 £10.00

320 Quantity of hickory golf clubs   £30-40 £25.00

321 Beswick Trout, no 1032, together with two border fine arts figurines and a vase   £10-20 £22.00

322 19th century blue and white plate of two ducks, 38cm diameter, together with another blue and white plate   £20-25 £35.00

323 Beswick figurine of a horse titled, Spirit of Freedom   £30-40 £30.00

324 Jacques croquet set   £50-100 £50.00

325 Quantity of general miscellanea to include a mantel clock, an oak box, a barometer etc   £20-30 £25.00

326 Projector together with slides   £10-12 £0.00

327 Framed golfing set containing miniature clubs, an 18th tee, miniature hickory golf clubs etc   £30-50 £0.00

328
Steiff Hedgehog in original costume and with labels, 17cms high together with a Steiff squirrel holding a nut, 

cinnamon tipped plush and with label (torn but piece with item) 13.5cms high (2)
  £30-50 £20.00

329 Quantity of ceramic dragons   £30-50 £0.00

330 Quantity of board games and coronation mugs   £10-20 £0.00

331 1920s oak dresser on spiral turned supports on raised shelved back, 191cm x 153cm x 49cm   £30-50 £60.00

332 Pine floor standing corner cabinet, 96cm x 64cm   £10-20 £10.00

333 Pine cupboard with two adjustable shelves, 100cm x 79cm x 42cm   £30-50 £60.00

334 Rosewood planter on pedestal base, together with two gilt painted torchers   £20-40 £120.00

335 Mahogany swing bedroom mirror   £10-20 £15.00

336 Mahogany veneered breakfront bookcase of architectural form, 217cm x 160cm x 40cm   £100-200 £260.00

337 Pine breakfront sideboard, 173cm x 87cm x 41cm   £20-30 £30.00

338 Late Victorian dark oak carved corner cabinet with carved flower to the centre, 92cm x 72cm   £30-50 £70.00

339 Pine open bookcase, 120cm x 171cm x 32cm   £30-50 £15.00

340 Pair of pine bedside cabinets   £20-40 £42.00

341 Oak sideboard the top with two shelves flanked by two astragal glazed doors to the top, 184cm x 139cm x 46cm   £10-12 £0.00

342 Late Victorian button back nursing chair   £30-40 £52.00

343 Late Victorian button back armchair   £30-40 £75.00

344
Reproduction dining table on quadruped pillar support, together with four ladder back chairs, and a telephone 

seat on cabriole legs
  £20-30 £10.00

345 Pine dressing table, together with a pine washstand with a marble top   £20-40 £15.00

346 Set of four dining chairs   £20-30 £0.00

347
Mahogany extending dining table, 71cm x 178cm (when extended) x 146cm together with five mid-Victorian 

mahogany dining chairs
  £50-80 £30.00

348 Mahogany revolving bookcase with inlay in the Edwardian style   £50-80 £62.00

349 Mahogany kidney shaped occasional table inlaid in the Edwardian style, together with a table of rectangular form   £20-40 £20.00

350 Mahogany framed bijouterie cabinet with glass shelf, 77cm x 66cm x 46cm   £30-40 £35.00

351 Mahogany occasional table on splayed supports with quadruped base, 35cm x 78cm x 36cm   £20-30 £35.00

352 Square form mahogany storage box with brass handles   £20-40 £25.00

353 Oak occasional table table on barley twist legs, together with an oak corner display cabinet   £10-20 £20.00

354
Edwardian inlaid mahogany music cabinet with four drawers above two cupboard doors, with the doors marked 

W & G [Waring and Gillows], 109cm x 63cm x 42cm
  £50-100 £95.00

355
Reproduction chest of four drawers on bracket feet, with fold down top with tooled leather insert 76cm x 46cm x 

33cm
  £30-50 £50.00

356 Edwardian glazed display cabinet, 147cm x 60.5cm x 30cm   £20-40 £10.00

357 Mahogany veneered twin pedestal desk with tooled leather insert top   £30-50 £20.00

358 Ornately carved oriental small coffer, 36cm x 70cm x 35cm   £20-30 £45.00

359 Lloyd Loom armchair, with matching stool   £10-12 £0.00

360 Cast metal standard lamp with shade, 181cm high   £20-30 £25.00
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361 Walnut and burr walnut bureau with three drawers over cabriole legs, 107cm x 75cm x 43cm   £20-40 £22.00

362 Oak side cabinet with two drawers and panelled doors, 94cm x 125cm x 54cm   £30-50 £25.00

363 Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet, 152cm x 79cm x 48cm   £20-40 £18.00

364
Circa 1900s mahogany veneered serpentine fronted bookcase cabinet in the Shereton style 203cm x 103cm x 

37cm
  £50-100 £75.00

365 Modern reproduction veneered bureau   £10-12 £20.00

366 Mahogany hall table with rounded corners to front on four legs 72cm x 115cm x 60cm   £10-20 £25.00

367 Pair of armchairs with wicker seats   £20-30 £0.00

368 Late Victorian chair stained as mahogany, together with a pair of dining chairs   £20-40 £22.00

369 Edwardian parlour cabinet with raised gallery back   £50-100 £40.00

370 Cast iron safe   £20-40 £20.00

371
OWEN, Samuel & COOKE, William Bernard - The Thames; or Graphic Illustrations of Seats, Villas, Public Buildings, 

and Picturesque Scenery on the Banks of the River - 1811, two volumes, re-bound (2)
  £50-100 £60.00

372

Collection of twenty-four leather bound edition from the Franklin Library, each limited edition and produced 

exclusively for subscribers to, The Collected Stories of The World's Greatest Writers, various authors to include, 

Rudyard Kipling; Anton Chekhov; Geoffrey Chaucer; Graham Greene; W. Somerset Maugham etc 

  £60-100 £260.00

373

Eight Baedekker's Guides to include; Norway, Sweden and Denmark, 1912, tenth edition; Italy, from the Alps to 

Naples, 1928, third revised edition; Spain and Portugal, 1901, second edition; Northern Italy, 1899, eleventh 

remodelled edition; 1909, fifth edition; Southern Italy, 1900, thirteenth revised edition; Austria-Hungary, 1911, 

eleventh edition and Switzerland, 1938, twenty-eighth revised edition (8)

  £50-80 £30.00

373A Octagonal occasional table   £10-20 £20.00

374
Collection of twenty art reference books to include, Cezanne Exhibition at The Tate Gallery; Cezanne, The Early 

Years, 1859-1872, and eighteen others to include interest on Rex Whistler, Chagall etc
  £30-50 £55.00

375
BAKER, George - The History and Antiquities of the County of Northampton - two volumes, folio, re-bound and ex-

library
  £30-40 £80.00

376

HERBERT, Tony & HUGGINS, Kathryn - The Decorative Tile, together with, COYSH, A. W. & HENRYWOOD, R. K - 

The Dictionary of Blue and White Printed Pottery, 1780-1880, and fifteen other reference books relating to 

pottery (17)

  £30-40 £45.00

377
ARTHUR-BRANDON, J. & RAPHAEL - Parish Churches; being Perspective Views of English Ecclesiastical Structures; 

accompanied by plans drawn to a uniform scale and letter press descriptions - two volumes, 1851, cloth bound
  £20-40 £20.00

378
The Museum of Natural History, in four volumes, with volume one relating to Mammals, volume two, Birds, 

volume three, Reptiles and Fishes, and volume four, Insects, Molusca and Radiata 
  £50-100 £130.00

379
LEAR, Edward - The Cretan Journal, together with, JONES, Roger & PENNY, Nicholas - Raphael; Art Noveau 

Domestic Metalwork, together with a collection of reference books on jewellery
  £30-40 £55.00

380 SPARROW, Walter Shaw - George Stubbs and Ben Marshall - limited edition no. 219 of 250 copies   £30-40 £20.00

381

Quantity of old cloth and leather to include, English Homes, Period II Volume I, Early Tudor 1485-1558; CURWEN, 

J. F - Halls and Castles, a bound set of pamphlets relating to various places to include Levens Hall; Richmond 

Castle; Brough Castle etc, together with a small collection of books

  £30-40 £70.00

382
BUCKLAND, Frank - Curiosities of Natural History, in four volumes with numerous illustrations throughout each 

volume                       
  £20-25 £30.00

383
ROSENTHAL, Michael - Constable, The Painter and his Landscape; DORMENT, Richard & MACDONALD, Margaret F - 

James McNeill Whistler and fifteen other art reference books
  £30-40 £50.00

384 BOYDELL, Josh &  Josiah - A History of the River Thames - two volumes, 1796, folio, full calf, text only   £30-50 £35.00

385
Quantity of Folio Society books, all in slip-cases, to include DU MAURIER, Daphne - Rebecca, My Cousin Rachel, 

Jamaica Inn, Frenchman's Creek; The Dictionary of Gardening, in four volumes and others
  £30-40 £75.00

386
Spirit of an Age, nineteenth-century paintings from the National Gallerie, Berlin, together with, BERTHOUD, Roger - 

The Life of Henry Moore, and sixteen other art reference books
  £30-40 £55.00

387
Quantity of literature books to include first editions, signed editions, to include Grahame Green CS FORESTER, 

Francoise SAGAM, Bonjour Tristesse First Edition, Evelyn WAUGH etc.
  £30-50 £300.00

388
NICOLETTA, Julie - The Architecture of the Shakers - 1995, first edition, together with, Vienna, 1990, The 

Architecture of Otto Wagner and eighteen other books on architecture
  £30-40 £55.00

389

Macintosh's Masterwork, The Glasgow School of Art together with, BRINDLE, Steven - Paddington Station, Its 

History and Architecture; The Empress & The Architect, British Architecture and Gardens at the Court of Catherine 

the Great, together with eight other books of architecture interest (9)

  £30-40 £40.00

390 Quantity of modern academic books   £30-40 £45.00

391
PENNY, Nicholas - Reynolds, together with fourteen other art reference books to include, FLEMING-WILLIAMS, Ian 

& PARRIS, Leslie - Constable (15)
  £30-40 £45.00

392
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (England) Buckinghamshire (North) and another volume relating to 

the south of the county, and Worcestershire County Records, volume I (3)
  £20-25 £0.00

393 PAGE, William - History of Hertfordshire Genealogical Volume - limited edition of 500 copies, large folio, ex-library   £20-40 £10.00
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394
BOUQUET, Michel - The Tourist's Ramble in the Highlands - a part bound volume of fourteen plates of the most 

interesting and picturesque views of Scotland delineated from nature and lithographed, folio
  £20-40 £65.00

395 WELTER, H - Voyage dans La Haute-Egypte - volume II only, with numerous illustrations verso   £20-40 £65.00

396
FENIMORE-COOPER, J - The Oak Openings; or Bee Hunter, together with thirtyone other uniformly bound volumes 

by the same author (32)
  £30-40 £10.00

397 CREIGHTON, Mandell - The Story of Some English Shires - limited no. 32 of 150, full vellum   £30-40 £30.00

398
A Series of Ancient Baptismal Fonts, Chronically Arranged - 1828, with numerous engravings by R. Roberts after 

the drawings of F. Simpson,
  £20-25 £25.00

399

Kalendars of Gwynedd; or, Chronological Lists of Lord Lieutenant, Custodes Rotulorum, Sheriffs, and Knights of the 

Shire, for the county of Anglesey, Caernarvon and Merioneth -1873, together with, Bennett's Guides through 

North Wales,

  £20-25 £28.00

400 FORBES, Francis - The Improvements of Wastelands - 1778, full calf but boards disbound   £20-25 £50.00

401
WEEVER, John - Ancient Funeral Monuments, of Great Britain, Ireland and the Islands adjacent, with the diffolved 

[dissolved] monasteries - 1767,  half calf 
  £20-25 £10.00

402

JACKSON, Reverend I. E - Ruined Church of St. Mary Magdalene, Doncaster - folio, disbound with numerous plates 

together with, JACKSON, Charles - Doncaster Charities, Past and Present and Round and About the North 

Yorkshire Moors; Rotherham, Charter, Acts and Orders, 1801-1924

  £20-40 £30.00

403

MALLESON, Colonel G. B - History of the Indian Mutany, 1857-1858 - in two volumes, cloth bound, together with 

HEBER, Right Reverend Reginald - Narrative of a Journey through the Upper Provinces of India, from Calcutta to 

Bombay, 1824-1825 - in two volumes, 1828, re-bound

  £30-50 £50.00

404
BANNERMAN, David - Birds of Cyprus  1958, first edition, dust-wrapper, together with ALWARD, George - The Sea 

Fisheries of Great Britain and Ireland - together with other books 
  £20-40 £30.00

405

Collection of mixed paraphernalia of interest mainly to agriculture and record societies to include, PARKES, Josiah - 

Lecture on Draining - 1856; Cornish's Strangers Guide through Birmingham, its Insitutions, Manufacturers, 

Churches, Walks and Rides in the Neighbourhood; The History of Cinderella etc

  £20-40 £20.00

406 Quantity of Record Society publications relating to Wiltshire, Shropshire, etc   £20-40 £10.00

407 Quantity of books on various subjects to include art, literature etc   £20-40 £65.00

408
An Inventory by the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, West Cambridgeshire together with a two 

volume set on the City of Cambridge
  £20-40 £0.00

409 Collection of twenty-six volumes of publications by the Henry Bradshaw Society   £30-40 £10.00

410
PERCEVAL-LANDON - Lhasa - two volumes, with all plates as called for, together with a quantity of other books 

relating to travel
  £30-40 £45.00

411

The Battle of Waterloo with Circumstantial Details, previous and after the battle from a variety of sources and 

other docuuments forming a history of the campaign in the Netherlands - 1815, seventh edition, together with a 

quantity of other books of military interest

  £20-40 £75.00

412 Miniature Book of Common Prayer, with a silver front, hallmarked for London, 1924   £30-40 £20.00

413

Collection of three Harry Potter hardback books, each stating First Edition, to include Harry Potter and the Order 

of the Pheonix, Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince and Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, together with 

three Harry Potter softback books

  £20-30 £0.00

414
Collection of railway magazines from 1914 to later to include, The Railway Magazine; Models, Railways and 

Locomotives; The Modern Railway News etc
  £20-40 £0.00

415
Glimpses along the Canadian Pacific Railway Mountain Series A an B- with all illustrations [as called for], both 

housed in a cloth bound oblong folio casing
  £20-40 £0.00

416 Fabre's Book of Insects, with twelve illustrations [as called for] by Detmold   £20-40 £35.00

417
Quantity of children's and illustrated books, to include; The English Struwwelpter, Up to date travel [a cloth book]; 

The Baa Lamb's ABC,; Our Pet's Playmates; HASSALL, John - Through the Wood, and others
  £30-40 £55.00

418 CARNE, John - Syria, The Holy Land and Asia Minor - 1836, in three volumes, with illustrations as called for   £100-150 £100.00

419 NANSEN, Dr Fridtjof - Farthest North - two volumes, 1897, first edition   £40-60 £50.00

420 SCOTT, Captain Robert - The Voyage of the Discovery - two volumes, 1905, first edition second impression   £50-100 £50.00

421
Russia, Route Zone A, Murman Railway and Kola Peninsula, Information and Route Notes Murmansk to Petrohrad, 

1918 - limited edition to 3000 copies
  £200-250 £0.00

422
BERNARD, W. H & HALL, Captain W. H. - The Nemesis of China, comprising a History of the Late War in that 

Country; with a complete account of the  colony in Hong Kong - 1846, third edition, half calf
  £60-80 £200.00

423
GREEN, J. R - A Short History of the English People - 1893, four volumes, full calf with gilt tooling and raised bands 

to the spines
  £30-50 £40.00

424

Collection of 18th century and later, leather and cloth bound books to include; CARPENTER, William - A Popular 

History of the Church of England, and other books by, or relating to, Jane Austen, Charles Dickens, Samuel Pepys 

etc

  £30-40 £120.00

425
Bound collection of bound American War Pamphlets from the Loyal Publication Society and others, majority dated 

1864, half calf, ex-library
  £80-120 £90.00

426 BIRKBECK, Morris - Letters from Illinois - 1818   £20-40 £70.00

427 OLMSTED, Frederick Law - A Journal in the Seaboard Slave States, with remarks on their economy - 1856   £30-40 £90.00

428 SPEKE, John Hanning - Journal of the Discovery of The Source of the Nile - 1863, first edition   £300-400 £0.00
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429 SMITH, Rev A. C - British and Roman Antiquities of North Wiltshire - 1885, second edition   £30-40 £25.00

430
HORSFIELD, Thomas W - The History, Antiquities, and Topography of the County of Sussex -  1835, two volumes, 

half calf
  £100-150 £80.00

431 ROBSON, G. F - Picturesque views of the Cities of England - 1828, with thirty-two engravings [as called for]   £30-40 £0.00

432
19th century album of interest to the County of Hampshire containing a map of the county by J & C Walker, other 

maps, engravings, manuscripts etc
  £30-50 £25.00

433 WAIN, Louis - All Sorts of Comical Cats - with verses by Clifton Bingham   £50-80 £60.00

434
DULAC, Edmund - Sinbad the Sailor and other stories from the Arabian Nights - limited edition no. 99 of 500 

copies, and signed by the illustrator and with twenty-two tipped in illustrations [as called for]
  £600-800 £600.00

435
ROTHENAU, Ernest - Kokoschka Drawings - 1962, limited edition no. 25 of 50 copies, with signed lithograph, 

slipcase
  £100-150 £100.00

436 CARROLL, Lewis - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - 1869, first US Edition   £30-40 £240.00

437 AUSTEN, Jane and her family - Charades, written a hundred years ago - 1895   £200-250 £0.00

438 CONAN-DOYLE, Arthur - The Hound of the Baskervilles - 1902   £80-120 £340.00

439 BOSSCHERE, Jean De (illustrator) - The Golden Asse of Lucius Apuleius - limited edition no 11 of 3000 copies   £20-25 £20.00

440 Collection of nine books of architecture interest relating to London and New York   £20-40 £30.00

441
Beauty and the Beast - Father Tuck's Happy Hour Series together with, LANG, Andrew - The Olive Fairy Book - 

1907, and A Midsummer Nights' Dream - 1895, with illustrations by Robert Anning Bell (3)
  £20-30 £50.00

442 RICHARDSON, Dorothy - Pilgrimage - in four volumes together with a small collection of modern first editions   £20-40 £60.00

443 Quantity of photographs and photograph albums to include some landscape scenes of interest to Switzerland etc   £30-40 £40.00

444
Three boxed Junior Lecturer's Series lantern slides relating to the British Army, the British Navy and Wild Animals 

and How they are Hunted (3)
  £20-40 £12.00

445

19th century scrap album containing engravings, the majority pasted in but some loose, together with hand-

written poems etc, together with a postcard album containing coloured and black and white postcards of Key 

Gardens

  £20-40 £22.00

446 The Colour Prints of Hiroshige - thirty-nine pages of pasted down illustrations with text below   £20-40 £0.00

447
Views of Constantinople - oblong folio, containing numerous photographs, together with a 19th/20th century 

scrap album
  £20-40 £10.00

448 19th century scrap album containing numerous pasted in engravings, together with other scrap books etc   £20-40 £0.00

449 Ann Brunskill, Aesop's Fables, a limited edition no 49 of 50 copies, of eight signed etchings   £40-60 £0.00

450 AUSTEN, John - Hamlet, Prince of Denmark - in original dustwrapper   £100-200 £100.00

451 CAYLEY-ROBINSON, F - The First Book of Moses called Genesis - limited edition no. 439 of 500 copies, dustwapper   £20-40 £0.00

452 NOLAN - History of the Russian War - in eight volumes and other books   £30-40 £20.00

453 Four 19th century and later scrap albums   £20-40 £10.00

454 Quantity of miniature books relating to religion, natural history etc   £60-80 £55.00

455 Collection of forty-books with French text   £30-40 £48.00

456 Quantity of books relating to cricket   £20-40 £0.00

457
FLEETWOOD - Life of Christ, together with nine other books to include, HUISH, Marcus - The American Pilgrim's 

Way in England (10)
  £30-40 £20.00

458 Kelly's Directory of Warwickshire, 1936, together with another volume for, 1940   £20-40 £0.00

459
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, London West (excluding Westminster Abbey), together with eleven 

other books mainly of London interest to include A & C Black guides
  £30-40 £18.00

460 The Maritime Alps and their Sea Board - 1885, with numerous illustrations throughout   £20-40 £0.00

461 Fourteen Society Publications to include, The Index Library, Harlequin Society etc   £10-20 £0.00

462
FLEMING, Ian - The Man with the Golden Gun - 1965, first edition, no dust-wrapper together with two other books 

(3)
  £30-50 £140.00

463 Quantity of printer's illustration proofs, with text below, from Alison Uttley's book 'The Mole'   £50-100 £150.00

464 Quantity of children's and illustrated books   £30-50 £20.00

465 Quantity of 19th century and later books   £30-50 £10.00

466 Quantity of 19th century and later books   £30-50 £10.00

467 Quantity of children's and illustrated books   £30-50 £80.00

468 Quantity of 19th century and later books   £30-50 £35.00

469 Quantity of 19th century and later books   £30-50 £35.00

470 Quantity of 19th century and later books   £30-50 £10.00

471 Quantity of books on various subjects to include art, literature etc   £10-20 £10.00

472 Three illustrated books to include Vantity Fair, and two books with illustration by Hugh Thompson   £20-40 £30.00

473 Quantity of books on literature, to include first edition and signed books   £30-50 £0.00

474 Quantity of books on various subjects to include history, folio society etc   £30-50 £40.00

475 Quantity of books on literature, to include first edition and signed books   £30-50 £0.00

476 Quantity of books on various subjects to include history, folio society etc   £30-50 £20.00

477 Quantity of books on various subjects on history, travel etc   £30-50 £0.00
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478 Quantity of books of motoring interest   £30-50 £20.00

479 Quantity of Japanese ephemera   £40-60 £0.00

480 Quantity of Omar Khayyam books   £20-30 £0.00

481 Particulars, Plans and Condtions of Sale for The Chargot Estate....  sold on Tuesday, July 20th, 1920   £50-80 £0.00

482 Large quantity of Whittakers Almanacks   £30-50 £0.00

483 Quantity of children's and illustrated books   £30-50 £85.00

484 Quantity of books on various subjects to include literature, history etc   £30-40 £50.00

485 Album de la Guerre, in two volumes   £10-20 £10.00

485A Quantity of ephemera relating to the Canadian Pacific   £30-50 £10.00

486 Encyclopedia Brittanica bound volume of over one hundred maps   £10-20 £25.00

487 Quantity of Ordnance Survey maps   £10-20 £0.00

488 Kelly's Post Office Directory Map of London, 1935, togetether with other maps and ephemera   £20-40 £10.00

489 Quantity of rolled nautical maps   £30-50 £20.00

490 Oblong folio W. Greenwood map of Devon containing eight single sheets   £50-80 £260.00

491 Approximately one hundred unframed maps   £80-120 £90.00

492 Approximately one hundred unframed maps   £80-120 £90.00

493 Approximately one hundred unframed maps   £80-120 £90.00

494 A 'Winston' gramophone together with a quantity of records   £10-20 £55.00

495 His Master's Voice wind up gramophone   £20-40 £20.00

496 An unnamed oak wind up gramophone, with a collection of nine records   £20-40 £40.00

497 Sixteen LPs to include Elkie Brooks, Edif Piaff, JenniferR Rush etc   £20-30 £10.00

498 An LP case with sixteen albums to include a signed Searchers LP, Moody Blues, Queen, Hazel O'Connor etc   £10-20 £10.00

499
A cased collection of forty-four singles ARGO, TRANSACORD, recordings circa 1964-1968 (locomotions and 

engines), together with, The Singing Postman etc
  £50-80 £0.00

500 Over four hundred singles and five 1960s record cases in two boxes   £20-40 £20.00
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